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h i g h l i g h t s

• A trouble ticket classification framework using ticket partition and signature construction is presented.
• The ticket partition and signature construction is regarded as an optimization problem and is solved by a local search strategy.
• A signature based ticket classification algorithm is proposed to identify the problem type of an incoming ticket.
• An empirical study on real world ticket data from a large enterprise IT infrastructure is conducted.
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a b s t r a c t

When a critical system exhibits an incident during its operation, a ticket is usually generated by the
monitoring systems or users to describe its issue and should be fixed by systemmaintenance teams in an
acceptable short period of time to avoid serious economic or reputation losses. Although there are a few
works about ticket classification, they suffer frompoor performance because of the obvious characteristics
of unstructured, short free-text with large vocabulary size, large volume, and so on.

To address this performance issue, this paper proposes a trouble ticket classification framework that
automatically and accurately identifies the problem type of an incoming ticket. First, a ticket partition
and signature construction algorithm is developed, which integrates domain knowledge to improve the
quality of data preparation and applies a local search strategy to simultaneously construct ticket groups
and their signatures. And then, a signature based ticket classification algorithm is proposed to identify the
problem type of an incoming ticket by finding a group signature with the most similarity satisfying the
similarity threshold. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, we empirically validate
it on real world ticket data from a large enterprise IT infrastructure. Experiments show that our solution
outperforms other alternatives in terms of the overall performance.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Operations support and customer support are business critical
functions that have a direct impact on the quality of service pro-
vided to customers. When any event which is not part of the stan-
dard operation of a service and which may cause an interruption
or a reduction happens, the quality of that service is monitored,
and a system-generated ticket (abbreviated to SGT for simplicity)
is automatically created by the monitoring system. When using an
IT resource, the users sometimes face errors, faults, difficulties or
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special situations that need attention from system management
experts, a user-generated ticket (abbreviated to UGT for simplicity)
is also created by help desks or administrators. Both a SGT and a
UGT are called trouble ticket, or incident ticket, or problem ticket.

In general, troubles described in tickets in the future are un-
predictable and often demand rapid allocation of skilled resources
to bring an abnormal service back to normal. For example, man-
agement of power failures or dangerous situations is an absolutely
critical trouble in the electric distribution sector. Hence, a ticket
management system should be a time-bound system, which has
strict controls on how fast problem should be resolved. In real
world applications, quick problem solving mainly relies on the
accurate ticket classification. As an initial step of rapid manage-
ment, the ticket classification is used to identify problem types of
tickets based on the problem descriptions and then route them
to suitable maintenance teams for problem solving. In a typical
ticket system, the ticket classification is done manually by system
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administrators to assign a problem type such as ‘‘capacity’’, ‘‘hard-
ware’’, ‘‘file System/dataset’’, and so on. This manual process is
time-consuming and error-prone, especially when there is a large
number of tickets in a short period. Hence, we need an automated
approach to classify trouble tickets with a high accuracy in order to
reduce resource wastage due to delay in wrong identification and
routing of tickets.

1.2. Ticket characteristics

Since ticket classificationworks on ticket problem descriptions,
the ticket characteristics will have a great impact on the classifica-
tion accuracy. Therefore we have to face with several challenges
resulted from obvious ticket characteristics.

Trouble tickets comprise two types of fields: structured fields
and free-text fields, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the listed fields are
just a small part of all fields, tightly related to the problem solved
in this paper. For a SGT, both a structured field and a free-text
field are generated automatically by the monitoring system with
the predefined alert templates. Thus, a free-text field is relatively
regular. For a UGT, both a structured field and a free-text field are
generated from administrators or users by the user interface of a
ticket report system, and a free-text field is less regular. Actually,
the unstructured and free-text field, problem description, provides
a detail view of a trouble.

Based on the above ticket structure and historical ticket sam-
ples, we can find four obvious characteristics and their correspond-
ing challenges.

(1) There are many non-English words in ticket problem de-
scriptions, and they need be differentiated. For SGTs, the
number of non-English dictionary words in SGTs is very
large, and even far more than the number of English dic-
tionary words. The main reason lies in that there are many
identifiers such as server names, router names, and alert
key names in SGTs. For UGTs, although the number of non-
English words is far fewer than the number of English dic-
tionary words, the non-English words mainly source from
spelling errors and abbreviation. Besides the large size, non-
English words also play different roles in problem descrip-
tions. They may not only be entity identifiers that have no
contribution to ticket classification and need be removed,
but also be domain-specificwords, such as ‘‘freeSwapSpace’’
and ‘‘usedMemory’’, that are related to some specific issues
and need be preserved.

(2) For tickets with the same problem type, their problem
descriptions may vary greatly, particularly in UGTs. For
instance, considering two problem descriptions with the
same problem type: ‘‘b03cxnd1050—High space used (88%)
for /fmc/fmcuser’’ and ‘‘b28aedbp1040: The percentage of
available space in the filesystem /var is low’’, both of them
are related to the same issue of low available space, and
should be semantically equivalent.

(3) The characteristic of relatively short text with a large vocab-
ulary size in ticket problemdescriptions often leads to a poor
performance when using the most common used vector
space model based text mining algorithms on ticket data.
Although a single ticket has only a few terms, the vocabulary
size of all tickets is very large. Hence, the vector space
would be high dimensionality and very sparse, which has
a great influence on the performance of ticket classification
algorithms. An effective representation model is needed.

(4) There is an inherent difference in the structure and het-
erogeneity in problem descriptions for two types of tickets.
Generally, SGTs have a well-defined structure that defends
on the ticket generation templates of themonitoring system.

But there are different in structure among the monitoring
systems. On the other hand, UGTs are unstructured and con-
tain free-form text written by end users, or support agents.
As a result, typos, spontaneous abbreviation, grammatical
errors, templates attached with an agent’s conversation,
addresses, or over length text cutoff are very common. The
different types of information comprised in two types of
tickets have significant impacts on classification accuracy.

Currently, there is still lack of some systematic automated
ticket classification approaches. Most existing solutions [1–4] are
to develop supervised or unsupervised ticket classification algo-
rithms on ticket problem descriptions. As for the first challenge,
some filter mechanisms such as an input word list [2], a black list
and a white list [3], and an Exclude list and an Include List [1],
etc., are proposed to improve the quality of data cleaning. As for
the second challenge, some solutions derived from the seman-
tic similarity metric between words are proposed [4]. As for the
third challenge, the string kernel [5] can be used to extract deep
semantic information (e.g., the order of terms) to improve the
performance of algorithms. It maps a string to a high dimensional
vector to represent all possible term orders. However, because of
the large vocabulary size, the dimensionality of the transformed
space would be very high. Although the kernel trick does not have
to explicitly create those high dimensional vectors, algorithms
would still be influenced by the high dimensionality. As for the
last challenge, the existing solution [1] is to develop different
techniques for two types of tickets respectively, where a graph
clustering algorithm is applied to SGTs based on thewordmatching
similarity, while a keyword based approach is applied to cluster
similar descriptions for UGTs. Moreover, some solutions utilize
both the format and the structure information as well as words
of problem descriptions [6,7]. However, these methods only work
well for strictly formatted/structured descriptions, such as the
descriptions in SGTs, and their performances heavily rely on the
format/structure features of descriptions. Hence, the traditional
data clustering methods based on the bag-of-word model cannot
perform well when applied to UGTs.

1.3. Contributions

To deal with these challenges, this paper proposes a trouble
ticket classification framework for two types of tickets, SGTs and
UGTs. In our framework, two critical algorithms, the ticket parti-
tion and signature construction algorithm and the signature based
ticket classification algorithm, are proposed to identify the prob-
lem type of a new incoming ticket. Moreover, ticket representation
models, domain-specific data preparation, signature representa-
tion approaches, and similarity measures between a ticket and
signature are carefully designed according to the characteristics of
SGTs and UGTs in order to improve the accuracy of ticket classifi-
cation.

Our main contributions made in this paper include:

(1) We propose an automated trouble ticket classification
framework, where the ticket partition and signature con-
struction algorithm and the signature based ticket classifi-
cation algorithm are proposed for ticket classification with
a high accuracy. The former is regarded as an optimization
problem instead of a traditional classification or clustering
problem to partition historical tickets into several groups
and build group signatures, while the latter can be used not
only to assign a problem type for a ticket, but also to discover
new problem types.

(2) The domain knowledge extracted from historical tickets,
such as the to-keepwords, the to-discardwords and the syn-
onym library, is incorporated into the framework to further
improve the accuracy of ticket classification.
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